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In the mountains and skies beats a heart of one warrior. A Lakota warrior left to live without his
sacred lands and family. This is his story of despair, hope, love, and eventual discovery of the true
warrior/man left inside of him.
During the 1880s...
The Lakota warrior, Snake Catcher, is honor bound by a dying request from his brother, Hail
Maker to return something to Paradise Valley Ranch. It is through his travels and subsequently
meeting Susan Paradise, whose parents have left her the ranch that this story begins to unfold with
drama, realisms, and heart-warming romance. Won't you travel through this warrior's story as
Snake Catcher tells the history of his people, while falling under the spell of Susan?
Snakes in Paha Sapa is by authoress Cyndie M. Styles. This is a subject near and dear to this
reader's heart: the plight of the People. Here is a novel steeped in true-life events with fictional
romance blended in making it a wonderful and heartfelt reading experience. Styles truly wields a
pen coated in a profusions of great writing and wonderful foresight. This new author's voice is
outstanding! This is the type of historical romance that the reading audience in general can enjoy.
It is devoid of profane language and sex scenes, while giving the readers background on the lives
of the Lakota people.
Susan has an open and unselfish heart, yet she is like a velvet glove concealing an iron fist. Susan
treats Snake Catcher with the respect and dignitary befitting any human being, whether they are
white, black, or an Indian. Her friendly personality will endear her immediately to the readers.
When Susan looks at Snake Catcher she see a man with a big heart, willing to learn and grow, but
he is also afraid of the White man, and what they have done to him and his people. Can Susan's
gentle soul change Snake Catcher's opinions? Can two diversely different individuals find
happiness in the harsh lands of the White man?
Snakes in Paha Sapa is writing from the heart by author Cyndie M. Styles. It is romantic, thought
provoking, lovingly detailed, and extremely well written. This reviewer found this novel to be
profoundly refreshing and engaging to read! The ending of this story marvelously completes this
tale of love between a Lakota warrior and a White woman, and how their lives play out.
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